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Quick search

Select your device and the wanted accessory



type of device

	Smartphone
	Chargers and power
	Cabels
	External batteries
	Headphones and speakers





brand






model






type of accessory








*Select the wanted category and then click the arrow to the right to start the search.
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Subscribe for our newsletter


Subscribing to the newsletter:

(I) I agree to receive the newsletter automatically in order to be informed about goods, services, promotions, marketing activities and news related to the activities of "DC 2008" Ltd.;

(II) I declare that I am aware of and agree with the conditions for subscribing to the newsletter in accordance with the Privacy policy and voluntarily provide my personal data for processing for the purposes related to the newsletter, which are specified in the Privacy policy;

(III) I declare that I am aware of the opportunity given to me to unsubscribe from the newsletter at any time, using the opt-out option provided to me at the end of the content of each newsletter;

(IV) I declare that I am aware of the opportunity given to me at any time to object to the processing of my personal data by sending an email to: [email protected].;








Enter the code from the picture




Subscribe
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The product was successfully added to your shopping cart
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Total 


Number of items: 









Continue shopping 


See the shopping cart



Notify me
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Total: 
0.00€






Continue shopping 


Payment
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Този продукт е премахнат от нашия каталог


Върнете се обратно










Quick


search





Subscribe for our


Newsletter





Price and Terms


of shipping





Warranty and


Complaints
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	Samsung	
Samsung Galaxy S24

	
Samsung Galaxy S24 Plus

	
Samsung Galaxy S24 Ultra

	
Samsung Galaxy S23

	
Samsung Galaxy S23 Plus

	
Samsung Galaxy S23 Ultra

	
Samsung Galaxy S22

	
Samsung Galaxy S22 Plus

	
Samsung Galaxy S22 Ultra

	
Samsung Galaxy S21

	
Samsung Galaxy S21 Plus

	
Samsung Galaxy S21 Ultra

	
Samsung Galaxy Note 20

	
Samsung Galaxy Note 20 Ultra

	
Samsung Galaxy S20 Ultra

	
Samsung Galaxy S20

	
Samsung Galaxy S20 Plus

	
Samsung Galaxy 
 Note 10 

	
Samsung Galaxy 
Note 10 Plus

	
Samsung Galaxy S10

	
Samsung Galaxy
 S10 Plus

	
Samsung Galaxy S10E

	
Samsung Galaxy S9

	
Samsung Galaxy
 S9 Plus

	
Samsung Galaxy 
Note 9

	
Samsung Galaxy
 Note 8

	
Samsung Galaxy S8 accessories

	
Samsung Galaxy S8 Plus

	
Samsung Galaxy S7 Edge accessories

	
Samsung Galaxy A7 (2017) accessories

	
Samsung Galaxy A5 (2017) accessories

	
Samsung Galaxy A3 (2017) accessories

	
Samsung Galaxy S7 accessories

	
Samsung Galaxy S6 accessories

	
Samsung Galaxy S6 Edge

	
Samsung Galaxy A5 (2016) accessories

	
Samsung Galaxy A3 (2016) accessories

	
Samsung other models



	iPhone	
iPhone 15 and accessories

	
iPhone 15 Plus and accessories

	
iPhone 15 Pro and accessories

	
iPhone 15 Pro Max and accessories

	
iPhone 14 and accessories

	
iPhone 14 Plus and accessories

	
iPhone 14 Pro and accessories

	
iPhone 14 Pro Max and accessories

	
iPhone 13 Mini and accessories

	
iPhone 13 and accessories

	
iPhone 13 Pro and accessories

	
iPhone 13 Pro Max and accessories

	
iPhone 12 Mini and accessories

	
iPhone 12/12 Pro and accessories

	
iPhone 12 Pro Max and accessories

	
iPhone 11 and accessories

	
iPhone 11 Pro and accessories

	
iPhone 11 Pro Max and accessories

	
iPhone XS, iPhone X and accessories

	
iPhone XR and accessories

	
iPhone XS Max and accessories

	
iPhone 7/8/SE 2020 and accessories

	
iPhone 7/8 Plus and accessories

	
iPhone 6/6S and accessories

	
iPhone 6/6S Plus and accessories

	
iPhone 5/5S/SE and accessories

	
Accessories for older iPhone models



	Other devices	
Huawei smartphones

	
HTC accessories

	
Sony accessories

	
LG accessories

	
Motorola accessories

	
Google accessories

	
Nokia/Microsoft accessories

	
Xiaomi accessories

	
Lenovo accessories

	
Alcatel accessories

	
Other smartphone accessories

	
Cell accessories

	
Samsung tablets and accessories

	
iPad Pro and accessories

	
Other iPad models accessories

	
iPad Mini and accessories

	
Amazon Kindle



	Mac and 
Apple Watch	
Mac and accessories

	
Apple Watch and accessories



	Chargers, 
Hubs, Cables	
Chargers and power

	
Cables

	
Hubs and adapters



	Bags and 
Sleeves
	Headphones and Speakers	
Headphones and Bluetooth

	
Speakers



	Memory, Power Banks, Stands	
External memory and HDD

	
External power

	
Stands



	Innovations 
and Lifestyle	
Crypto

	
Car accessories

	
Products for kids

	
Health, sport and fitness

	
Mountains and sea 

	
Home and garden

	
Camerasm
babyphones and 
printers

	
Action Cameras

	
Drones, robots, cars

	
Smartwatches and GPS

	
Solar devices

	
Tools and devices

	
Television, Games and VR glasses

	
LED lightning

	
Keyborad and Mouse

	
Slylus

	
Lens, selfie sticks 
and photo accessories

	
Winter accessories

	
Lifestyle products

	
Wallets and key holders

	
Sunglasses

	
Clocks

	
Have fun

	
Other accessories
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	Samsung	
Samsung Galaxy S24

	
Samsung Galaxy S24 Plus

	
Samsung Galaxy S24 Ultra

	
Samsung Galaxy S23

	
Samsung Galaxy S23 Plus

	
Samsung Galaxy S23 Ultra

	
Samsung Galaxy S22

	
Samsung Galaxy S22 Plus

	
Samsung Galaxy S22 Ultra

	
Samsung Galaxy S21

	
Samsung Galaxy S21 Plus

	
Samsung Galaxy S21 Ultra

	
Samsung Galaxy Note 20

	
Samsung Galaxy Note 20 Ultra

	
Samsung Galaxy S20 Ultra

	
Samsung Galaxy S20

	
Samsung Galaxy S20 Plus

	
Samsung Galaxy 
 Note 10 

	
Samsung Galaxy 
Note 10 Plus

	
Samsung Galaxy S10

	
Samsung Galaxy
 S10 Plus

	
Samsung Galaxy S10E

	
Samsung Galaxy S9

	
Samsung Galaxy
 S9 Plus

	
Samsung Galaxy 
Note 9

	
Samsung Galaxy
 Note 8

	
Samsung Galaxy S8 accessories

	
Samsung Galaxy S8 Plus

	
Samsung Galaxy S7 Edge accessories

	
Samsung Galaxy A7 (2017) accessories

	
Samsung Galaxy A5 (2017) accessories

	
Samsung Galaxy A3 (2017) accessories

	
Samsung Galaxy S7 accessories

	
Samsung Galaxy S6 accessories

	
Samsung Galaxy S6 Edge

	
Samsung Galaxy A5 (2016) accessories

	
Samsung Galaxy A3 (2016) accessories

	
Samsung other models



	iPhone	
iPhone 15 and accessories

	
iPhone 15 Plus and accessories

	
iPhone 15 Pro and accessories

	
iPhone 15 Pro Max and accessories

	
iPhone 14 and accessories

	
iPhone 14 Plus and accessories

	
iPhone 14 Pro and accessories

	
iPhone 14 Pro Max and accessories

	
iPhone 13 Mini and accessories

	
iPhone 13 and accessories

	
iPhone 13 Pro and accessories

	
iPhone 13 Pro Max and accessories

	
iPhone 12 Mini and accessories

	
iPhone 12/12 Pro and accessories

	
iPhone 12 Pro Max and accessories

	
iPhone 11 and accessories

	
iPhone 11 Pro and accessories

	
iPhone 11 Pro Max and accessories

	
iPhone XS, iPhone X and accessories

	
iPhone XR and accessories

	
iPhone XS Max and accessories

	
iPhone 7/8/SE 2020 and accessories

	
iPhone 7/8 Plus and accessories

	
iPhone 6/6S and accessories

	
iPhone 6/6S Plus and accessories

	
iPhone 5/5S/SE and accessories

	
Accessories for older iPhone models



	Other devices	
Huawei smartphones

	
HTC accessories

	
Sony accessories

	
LG accessories

	
Motorola accessories

	
Google accessories

	
Nokia/Microsoft accessories

	
Xiaomi accessories

	
Lenovo accessories

	
Alcatel accessories

	
Other smartphone accessories

	
Cell accessories

	
Samsung tablets and accessories

	
iPad Pro and accessories

	
Other iPad models accessories

	
iPad Mini and accessories

	
Amazon Kindle



	Mac and 
Apple Watch	
Mac and accessories

	
Apple Watch and accessories



	Chargers, 
Hubs, Cables	
Chargers and power

	
Cables

	
Hubs and adapters



	Bags and 
Sleeves
	Headphones and Speakers	
Headphones and Bluetooth

	
Speakers



	Memory, Power Banks, Stands	
External memory and HDD

	
External power

	
Stands



	Innovations 
and Lifestyle	
Crypto

	
Car accessories

	
Products for kids

	
Health, sport and fitness

	
Mountains and sea 

	
Home and garden

	
Camerasm
babyphones and 
printers

	
Action Cameras

	
Drones, robots, cars

	
Smartwatches and GPS

	
Solar devices

	
Tools and devices

	
Television, Games and VR glasses

	
LED lightning

	
Keyborad and Mouse

	
Slylus

	
Lens, selfie sticks 
and photo accessories

	
Winter accessories

	
Lifestyle products

	
Wallets and key holders

	
Sunglasses

	
Clocks

	
Have fun

	
Other accessories
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 > 404 


Ooops...

Sorry for the inconvenience but the page,
you are trying to open was not found.

This may be due to the following reasons:

> If you entered an incorrect address, check again.

> If you clicked on a link that is no longer active.

Potencial actions that can help you:

> To return to the first page of Here

> To use the search at top right,
to search for wanted items.

> To return again to your account from Here
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